
I believe in pushing forward and doing what you love no matter what people say. This story started 

when I first started singing. I sounded terrible. People let me know. Every time I sang people would 

insult me and tell me to stop singing. I first started singing pretty much when I was able to. I wanted the 

world to hear my voice. I even wrote my own lyrics. I started gaining doubt in my singing, but kept at it. 

There was one man that truly let me song sing. This man’s name was Anthony Femino. He was my music 

teacher since first grade. He was the one who encouraged to sing no matter what people said. He 

helped my voice improve greatly. He was my saving grace. When I changed schools in fourth grade I 

gained other music teachers along the way that helped as well. This is why I believe in pushing on and 

doing what you love. This philosophy has been with me my whole life. This philosophy has gotten me in 

trouble, but it also has helped me make it through the hard times. When I was younger I would 

continuously move from one home to another. This has also helped shape this philosophy because it has 

helped mold and change me into a more powerful and stronger person. I have met new people and 

leaned from them. I have influenced many people as well. I don’t care what people think. I keep on 

doing what I believe in which is pushing forward and doing what I love. No matter where I go I follow 

this idea. I plan to continue to follow it. There may be some up and downs or pain, but one just needs to 

push through it and do what he or she loves. This is the only way one can truly be happy. I don’t really 

care as much about what people think as I used to thanks to this philosophy. It has helped me through 

so much in my life. It has allowed me to push through when there was all the doubt in the world. This is 

why I believe in pushing forward and doing what you love no matter what. 


